O.E.C.D. TAG REQUEST

ACCOUNT # - ________________ (TDA to complete)  PRODUCTION YR - ________________

SPECIES - ___________________________  USA VARIETY - ________________
CULTIVAR - ___________________________  FLD LOT # - ________________
REFERENCE NO. – USA-TX - ________________ (TDA to complete)

DATE SEALED - ____________________________

MEETS EC NORMS AND STANDARDS  LOT # - ________________

METHOD OF ANALYSIS - AOSA

NET WT. - ____________________________

NUMBER OF TAGS - ____________________________

LABEL NUMBER (circle one)  9  10  11

WORK ORDER NUMBER - ____________________________ (TDA to complete)

COMPANY NAME - ____________________________  PHONE # - ____________________________

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS - ____________________________

DATE - ____________________________  SIGNATURE - ____________________________

This request and any questions should be directed to the Texas Department of Agriculture, Seed Quality Office, P. O. Box 629, Giddings, Texas 78942 (979) 542-3691.